Assisted Publishing for Amazon and NonAmazon
Hello Authors. If you want to publish your books quickly but don't
want to get into the technicalities of publishing I offer a unique
service called Assisted Publishing. By technicalities I mean
activities like Formatting the Paperback & eBook Interiors,
Designing their Covers, Converting them to Multiple Digital
Publishing Formats, Upload and Configure on Amazon/NonAmazon sites, etc. For authors who are new to publishing learning
all these tasks can be a time consuming and daunting prospect.
If you use my affordable assisted self-publishing, I will publish
your book on your behalf from your author/publishing account
and make it available worldwide within 10-15 days. You will have
100% ownership of your account, content, copyright, and will
also get all royalties directly into your bank account.
The publishing process is as follows.
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Publishing on Amazon

Kindle

Paperback

When you publish on Amazon your book will be available in
Paperback and Kindle in all countries where Amazon delivers. This
has the following activities.
Create your Author/Publisher Account
Step-1: I will guide you to create your OWN author/publisher
account on Amazon KDP linked to your OWN phone number and
bank account to get royalties. It’s a simple 20 minute one-time
activity. It’s recommended to have a new email id for your
author/publisher account if possible.
Creating the Paperback and Kindle Interior
Step-2: You have to give me your FINAL manuscript in Microsoft
Word format. You manuscript should also contain the initial
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details like Title, Sub-title, Author Name, Book Summary, About
Author, Acknowledgements, Dedication, and Foreword. Using this
I will create the Kindle and Paperback INTERIOR files. The files
will have clickable table of contents, drop caps, and all chapters
will start on right page (if required).
Step-3 – You can also give Keywords, Genre, and the price range
you wish to sell.
Creating the Paperback and Kindle covers
Step-4: I will also create SIMPLE MINIMALIST Kindle and
Paperback COVERS for the above interiors. You can search for a
cover image you like from free sites like Pexels or Pixabay. I need
a portrait image for eBook cover and a landscape image for the
paperback cover. Both preferably dark shade for better title
contrast. I will use those images for creating the covers.
Samples of my covers look like this on Amazon or Apple
Amazon

Apple

Step-5: But if you want grand sophisticated covers then you are
free to get it done from external professional cover designers by
directly paying their design charges. A great site for superb
covers is – https://thebookcoverdesigner.com/shop/ but prices
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range from US$50 to US$200 for an eBook cover, and Paperback
covers may range from US$100 to US$300.
Step-6: If you go with Step-5 method then you have to ask your
cover designer to create two high resolution files. A JPG file in
Portrait for Kindle cover and a PDF file in Landscape for the
Paperback cover. The paperback cover should have a FrontSpine-Back and the spine should have your book title and author
name. I will tell the exact height-width-spine sizes for the
paperback only AFTER I create your paperback interior.
Publishing your Book
Step-7: Then you will have to temporarily share the amazon
login

details

with

me.

I

will

login

on

your

behalf

and

upload/publish the book. This activity may require you to be
available online with me for 10-15 minutes when I start
uploading. This is because I will need an OTP that comes to your
phone for logging in.
Step-8: If you can’t be available online due to time zone issues
or do not wish to share the login, then I can you give you a stepby-step instruction video on how to upload/publish yourself. This
method is preferred so that you can learn the upload process and
do the job at your convenient time.
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Step-9: Once Amazon approves your book it will be available
online worldwide in Kindle and Paperback within ten days.

That’s it
Now you have self-published your book, have 100% ownership of
your book, and will get 30% to 70% royalties from amazon for
sales. All royalties will go directly into your bank account. But you
will NOT get any free copies from amazon, but you can order your
own paperback at a good author discount.

Publishing on Non-Amazon Sites

Plus Dozens of eBook Sites and Libraries
The above process was for publishing only on Amazon. If you
want your book to be available for sale on Apple iPad, Kobo
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Reader, B&N Nook Reader, Android Devices, etc., I can assist you
for those also for a small extra fee. But the file format is different
for these sites. The publishing process is the similar but your
Author/Publisher account will be on a different aggregator site
and payment will be to a PayPal account.
Finally, once you publish on both Amazon and Non-Amazon sites
your book will be available worldwide in both Paperback and all
eBook formats. This means readers can buy/read your eBook for
any type of smart device they own even in places where Amazon
has no/limited delivery.
Note: The book will be published in the exact way you have
written. There will be no editing/proofreading/corrections of the
contents. Also, it’s your responsibility to ensure that your content
is plagiarism free. Or your account may get locked. And if the
book is full of photos extending to the page edges or from left to
right page like a National Geographic Magazine then I need to
experiment with the file creation before accepting the project.
Any questions please ask.
Note

–

For

conversations,

mutual
bids,

security

file

and

attachments,

terms

of

service,

payments,

contracts,

deliverables, etc., must happen within this platform only
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